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Water Quality Within East Portland Terraces

APPROVED BY MEMBERS OF THE THESIS COMMI'ITEE 1

Groundwater from thirty-three wells which are randomly distributed
'fithin 42 square miles of the residential, agricultural and industrial
area of Ee.st Portland Terraces have bAen analyzed.
~~~.·With

The area is rnoderately

an annual p?'f!cipitation of about J7 inches.

Resil'lual and transported sediments from cUfferent sources, do1tinErte!ly

Nolcani~,

qomprise the , subsurface lithology. The sedimentary units

•tha't · lfe~ depoo·it.ad by means of rivP-rs and lakes have filled an original

structural and erosional valley in the area.

This relatively unconsol-

ida;ted .valle.y f.illlng ie about 900 feet of predominantly lenticular,,

stratified and

cros~-bedded

lenftee of clay, e1lt, eand, gravel, oobble1

and boulders.
The topsoil throughout the &l'fta ha.B
characteristics with ROod

~en~rally

Aimilar 118ohan1oal

Due to the phya1cal oharacter1st1oe

draina~e.

of the rocks, soils and topography, thA area has a.n open hydraulic system
that contains a substantial amount of usable subeurface water. The wells
sampled a.re relatively shallow and their aquifers receive their main recharP,P. from percolated rainfall water.

Most of these aquifers occur

within the Troutdale Formation rock unit.
The major sources of the dissolved elements in the water are the
rock units and the organic material of present or buried soils. These
sources, along with mixing of water through subsurface migration, created
similar compositions in all the tested aquifel"B, except nitrates and probably

phosphates which show a

~e neral

minor change from east to weat,

generally correlative with population density.

These major l'll8chanisms,

manma.de activities and/or analytical errors produced only minor differences in the analyses.

No major change was dP.tected which could be re-

lated to the minor lithologic differences or of the small changes in
soils.
uith

Comparison with a few older analyses did not indicate a change

tim~.

Alkaline earths in the water Pxceeded alkalies and weak acids alee
exceeded strong ones.

This meteoric ground water is bicarbonaceous-s111-

ceous and is good for general use.

It is diluted, neutral, fresh, mod-

erately hard and has low salinity hazard.
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CHA.Pl'ER I
lNTRODUCTim:
I.

LOCATION Al,'D DESCRIPl'ION OF THE AREA

East Portland Terraces is a physiographic sub-area (Fig. 1)
which lies east of the city of .Portland. The project area includes
part of the nearly flat Columbia River flood plain and is approximately bordered by the Qolumbia River on the north, the Sandy River
on .the east, the bottom Of the Boring Hills and Kelso slope on the
south (Powell Road), and a roughly north-south line which runs nearby
two isolated hills - Rocky Butte and Kelly Butte (nearby 82nd Street)
on the west.
The area is roughly rectangular shaped; it 1s about nine miles
long (ea.st to nest) and about 4. 7 miles wide (north to south).

It

covers about 42 square miles, ranging in altitude from about 10 feet
on the Columbia River flood plain to about 658 feet at the top of Grant
Butte.
II •

PREVIOUS WORK

Preceding reports, mainly dealing with geology, included a
description of the investigated area. Some of these reports are listed
in the bibliography.

Hogenson and Foxworthy (1965) list older geologic

reports that included the thesis area. These reports by Darton (1909),
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Ficaure 1.

""'iles

Map of the East Portland area, Oregon, showing major physiographic subareas.
(Modified after Foxworthy, B. L. et al., 1964, p.3)

'"'

J
Driller (1915, p. 25-33), Williams (1916, p. 14-20), Bretz (1925,
P•

252-256, and 1928, P• 697-700), and Allison (19JJ, p. 715-718)

include, in their respective order, a reconnaisance geologic map, a
description of Portland and vicinity, geologic history of the Columbia
River, physiographic development of the Columbia River valley, and a
note of geologic phenomena.

A popular geologic investigation by Treasher (1942) contains a
geologic history and a reconnaisance geologic map of the Portland area.
Lowry and Baldwin

(1952, p. 1-24) include the area in their discussion

of the Cenezoic history of the lower Columbia River valley.
Trimble (1957 and 196J) offered the most recent geologic map and
history of the area of Portland. The geologic map included with this
report (Pl . 1) is an enlarged one from Hogenson and Foxworthy (1965)
map, which, in turn, was largely based on Trimble's work.
Study of' the water resources of the Portland, Oregon and Van-

couver, Washington area by Griffin, Watkins and Swenson (1956) desribed, briefly, the water bearing material and the major streams in the
area.
A water supply paper prepared by Hogenson and Foxworthy (1965)
presents collected data on the ground.41ater quality of some wells in
the thesis area and adjacent areas.

These few data are from wells at

different locations sampled in different seasons.
Description of the soil in the area was included in a report by
Ruzek and Carpenter ( 192~).

4
III.

METHO:OO OF INVESTIGATION

Fieldwork
Information concerning wells and their location was obtained
from the United States Geological Survey office in Portland, Oregon.
The well logs include the following dataa static level of water, depth
of well, character of drilled material, perforations, and cape.city of
well,

In identifying rock units through use of the driller's logs and

previous reports, this nriter found difficulty in distinguishing the
similar materials of different rock units.
Plate 2 is still questionable since it
partly, by non-geologists.

was

The work which produced
based on data defined,

Measurements of annual precipitation were

gathered from the Weather Bureau station at the Portland International
Airport.

Altitude of land surface at each sampled location was fig-

ured as accurately as possible by using an official quadrangle map.
The field survey included measurement of the ground water conductivity, pH, temperature, and H2S, using the conductivity meter, the
pH meter, the thermometer and the hydrogen sulfide test paper, respectively.
The conductivity meter catalog contains conversion tables approximating the water conductance in terms of total dissolved solids as
CaCOJ and NaCl.

Over 100 uells llere visited, and the writer was lucky enough to
sample 33 wells. Some uells were closed for various reasons, including
expansion of the airport and city construction.

The absence of the

owner at some locations or a rejection hampered the sampling.

5
The samples were collected in new conventional plastic bottles
that were rinsed and cleaned several times before using. The water
was collected at the nearest outlet to the source (well) after letting
it run for about 10 minutes.

After filling the bottles completely,

they were immediately taken to the laboratory trhere they were tested
within a. period of seven days, ltith consideration given to some priori ties for various tests, depending on the volatility and the rate of
precipitation of the elements. The sampling period started in late
June, continuing through the months of July and August and ending in
early September, 1973.
The rock units :reported in the well logs have been identified
with the assistance. of Hogenson and Foxworthy, 196 5, l1ate r-s upply
paper.
~'boratory

Analysis

The data in Plate 5 nas obtained through various methods.

As

previously stated, some of the information uas gathered from .local official agencies and a fell measurements were taken at the well site,
using the previously mentioned instruments, nhile some figures uere
calculated. The rest ( ma.jori ty) of the analyses were performed by
operating the water test kit and the atomic absorption spectrophotometer, which are based on colorimetry and atomic absorption principles,
:respectively.

The instruments were furnished by the Earth Sciences

Department at Portland State University.
The water test kit is a photo-electric instrument and operates on
the be.sis of the intensity of colored solutions obtained by appropriate

6

chemical treatment of these materials.
Th\18 in giving a definite color to the

&naly~ed

eleaent, which

will absorb light pasaill'!: throup;h a complementary color (color ot suitable glass filter), absorption of certs.in wavelengths will occur.
Since the wavelengths correspond to an energy level, the instrument will measure the energy difference and register the result in
terms of ml/g (same as parts per million of the analyzed element).

More

about. the theory and principle of the colorimetry is explained by Wainerdi, R.E. and Uken, E.A., 1971, p. 97-126.
The instrument carries a ma.nual a.nd prepared chemical reagents
and glass fil tere. The procedures are easy to follow.

Some of the

tests were done using the titration method (the same principle, but the
results were calculated by taking into account the quantity of the titre.ting chemical solution).
For example, using the DR-EL model with a catalog, number 1206-00,
made by Ha.ch Chemical Company and owned by the Earth Sciences Department
at Portland State University, the procedure for analyzing for the concentration of iron (Fe) in a grouoo-water sample would be performed
uith the 1,10-Phenanthroline method

usi~

FerroVer powder.

The powder

will be mixed with 25 ml. of the sample, and with a waiting period of
2-10 minutes , an orange color will form if iron is present.

A suitable

color filter (cat. no. 4445) would be inserted and the iron meter scale
should bA placed.

After adjusting the light control for a reading of

zero ml/g iron usinp; an untreated groun11 -water sample , the treated sample
will be placed in the light cell and the iron concentration in the sample
will show on the scale.

7
Four elements (Na, K, Mg, Ca) were analyzed by the use of the AAS
(atomic absorption spectrophotometer). The principle behind the AAS is
the ability of the atoms of an element to absorb electromagnetic radiation of a characteristic wavelength .

The preceding occurs when the

atoms are unionized and unbonded to other or similar atoms .
When operating the AAS and after feeding the instrument the known
solutions , and calibrating it, the sample solutions were measured for
the desired element, and the results were calculated by the internal
computer and displayed digitally.

The process involves choosing the

hollow cathode lamp, setting up the wavelength, bringing about the intensity of the flame, using the fuel (acetylne) , further standard adjustments for precise measurements , and calibrating the instruments with a
known concentration of the analytical element in order to obtain the
most accurate results (Vainerdi, R.E. and Uken, E.A. , 1972 , p. 205-244).
The analytical error is estimated at plus or minus ten percent ,
based on similar analyses using these analytical methods. This error
could result from inaccuracy in the preparation of standard solutions
and/or interferences by other substances which absorb energy of approximately the same wavelength (in this study, analyzing for phosphates
wa.s jeopardized by the interference of silica) •

In ad.dition to the an-

alytical error, minor differences between the actual concentration of a
substance in the water of an aquifer and the measured concentration
could result from contamination by pipe in well and the time elapsed
before the analyses were ma.de.

Precautions were taken to minimize these

effects and it is assumed that the plus or minus ten percent figure includes all analytical and contamination error.
The analyses and all the gathered information were tabulated

•

8

(Pl. 5) and for each element or column, the instrument or source of
data 1s noted •

CHAI-TER II
GIDGRAPHIC FEATURES

I.

CLIMATE

Separated from the wet marine climate by the Coast Range, and
from the Continental dry type by the Cascade Range, East Portland
Terraces enjoys moderate temperatures and a moderately humid climate.
The temperature of the a.rea, in both summer and uinter, is influenced
by the gentle air masses that enter the area after having passed the
Pacific Ocean.
The U.S. Weather Bureau {at Portland International Airport) data
shotr that the mean annual temperature for the last 30 years {1943-197:3)
is 52 .9 degrees F. The annual precipitation for the same period
is 37 .18 inches •
The highest recorded temperature was 107 degrees F. in July
1932, with the lowest -2 degrees F. in January 1888. The maximum monthly
precipitation recorded was 20.14 inches in December 1882. The same
year had the highest annual precipitation of 67.2 inches, while the
lowest annual one ua.s 26.1 inches in 1929.
The daily average relative humidity for the mornings
93 percent and is 70 percent for the nights,

Nov~mber

while it is less than 50 percent in the nights of t.he
~nna.s ,

is

85 to

through February,
Sillf!I:ir. 1•,

gener13.lly from the west, are gentle and their average

velocities range from 6 mph in October to about 10 mph in December and

10

January.

The highest recorded velocity was 88 mph on October 12, 1962.

Easterly winds are common.

Hogenson and Foxworthy

(1965, p. ?) indi-

cated that the U.S. Weather Bureau records show that the average grow-

ing season at Portland is 25? days. Killing frosts have been :recorded
as late as May 2, and as early as October lJ.
II.

CULTURE

.,

Suburban and rural districts occupy most of East Portland Terraces
area, and part of the metropolitan Portland area lies on its western
side. TM rural area includes the towns and villages of Fairview,
Troutdale, Gresham and Wood Village.
Lumbering, agriculture and the reduction of aluminum ore are the
main industries of the area.
that the

impor~.s.nt

Hogenson and Foxworthy

(1965, p. 8) wrote

s.gricultura.l products of the area include produce

from truck gardens, fruits, nuts, berries, dairy products and ornamental
plants.
III.

VEGI?I'ATION

The area of study has a typical humid transition zone vegetation
which includes gorse, nettles, poison oa.k, fern:;, as we 11 as common
forest trees such as reduood, native doewood and uestern hemlock.
More trees and other varieties of decorative plants are also grown in the
area.

11
IV,

LANDFORMS AND DRAI!·:AGE

Ma for Topograohic Sub-Areas

j!a,st Portland Terraces.

The thesis area is the eastern part of

a larger physiographic sub-unit called Portland Terraces (Fig . 1).
The Portland Terraces covP.r about 100 square miles.

The thesis area ,

lying south of the Columbia RivP.r flood plain, comprises about 42 square
miles .

The altitude of the analyzed area ranges from

Troutdale-Gresham district to about

JO

J.50 feet in the

feet near the Colwnbia River

flood plain.
The ancestral Columbia River and the Willamette River have formed
the terraces at a time when the rivers uere flowing at a higher level
than the present.

Hogenson and Foxworthy (1965 , p. 10) noted that the

drainage pa.th in the a.rea dates back to the t1Jne of terraces formation ,
and the stream system is not well developed in all places.

Permeable

sand and gravel underlies the terraces , which helps the percolation of
most of the p:rP.cipitation to the ground-water body.
leaves the area by underground migration (Pl. J) .

The ground water
Relatively impermeable

soil holds precipitation at the surface in ponds that leaves the area by
evaporation.
Havi~

most of their head water in Kelso slope or Boring Hills ,

two creeks , Beaver and Kelly , cross part of the r.;outheastern pa.rt of
the investigated area .

A third one , Johnson Creek, runs by the southern

border of the area .
Seeping ground ua.ter, at the foot of steep terraces in the vicinity
of Troutdale , Fairview and Pa.rkrose forms springs that. flow into the

12.

Columbia. River flood plain.
Columbi§. River Floqd. Plain. The Columbia River flood plain ranges in
width from about one to two miles and has a total length of about 25
miles,

However, only about nine miles of the area was included in the

study.
The altitude in the studied area ranges from 10 to JO feet.
Shallow lakes and sloughs are spread over the plain in which their
water levels are kept lov by artificial drainage.
tect most of the })lain.

Th~

Artificial dikes pro-

plain is, usually, partly flooded during

exceptionally heavy rainfall or completely flooded during high-water
periods. The plain is usually drained through a system of sloughs and
minor streams.
Minor Flood Plain' And Terraces
Terraces occupy a small area in the Sandy River Valley a few feet
above the mean lou stream level.

The canyon of the river contains

nearly flat terraces that slope gently tonard the stream .

The terraces

are, 1n most places , bounded by steep bluffs that rise to the adjacent
upland and plunge to the river.
Major Streams
Two major streams descend from remote head.Hater areas and border
the north and east part of the area. These streams are, respectively,
the Columbia and Sandy rivers.
The Columbia River is the master stream of the region. It enters the Portland-Vancouver area from the east and flous lfest·
north-uestward, its south shore forming the south boundary of the
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East Portland area. Its annual flood stage generally occurs 1n the
period May to July, am its annual low stage 1s in the fall or winter
months. The range between the annual low and high levels of the
Columbia River 1s usually about 20 feet •••
The Sandy River, like the Clackamas, is a mountain stream whose
headwaters are in the Cascade Range. It flows into the East Portland
area from the southeast and forms pa.rt of the east boundary of the
area. Through most of its course past the East Portland area, i t 1s
deeply entxenched within a. narrow canyon. It debauches on the Columbia River fiood plain at Troutdale, whe:re it turns sharply northeastward and flows through its own sandy delta to join the Columbia.
River. 1
The ground-water discharge supplies these two streams with
large a.mounts of water (Pl.

'.3).

lHoge nson , G.M. and Foxllorthy, B. L. , 1965, "Uround Water in the
Ea.st Portl and. Arca , Oregon , " U. S . Geological Survey Wa.ter Supply
Paper 17931 P• 12-lJ.

CHAPI'ER III
GIDIDGIC REVIEW

I. GENERAL FEATURES
The sub-surface lithology of the thesis area as interpreted
in Plate 2, helps to 111\Jstrate the general relations of the rock units
in the area. Also, Trimble {1963) and Hogenson and Foxworthy (1965)
have related the rock units 1n the regional sense.
Older sedimentary rocks of both marine and continental origin,
not exposed in the thesis area, underlie the Columbia River Basalt.
These rocks occur' mostly to the east and nest of the area. They also
crop out to the northeast. and south (Trimble, 1963).
The Columbia River Basalt is also not exposed in the thesis area.
It has been warped with the older rocks and formed a broad basin at its
surface,

Hogenson and Foxtforthy {1965, P• 15) wrote that the basalt

rims of this basin are exposed in the anticlinal ridge forming the .
West (Portland) Hills and in the foothills of the Cascade Range near
Corbett. The Columbia River Basalt, which was extruded during Miocene
time, overlies the older continental sedimentary and volcanic rocks
in adjacent areas unconformably. The deepe:.; t pa.rt of the basaltic
basin, in the thesis area, is about 1200 feet.
The Sandy River Mud.stone is the oldest sedimentary deposit,
filling part of the structural basin that was formed by the basalt.
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These deposits are nm.de of several hundred feet of mudetone a.nd olaystone containing lenses of sandstone and conglomerate.

Trimble (1963)

dated these deposits as about early (?) Pliocene Age.
Redefined by Trimble (1963) 1 the Troutdale Formation (Pl, 1) overlies the Sardy River Mud.stone and consists of a thick series of conglomerate, gravel , sandstone and minor beds of clay (Pl. 2). This
forllla.tion is dated to an early Pliocene Age and is several hundred feet
thick.
Resting, unconformably, on the Troutdale Formation, are irregularly
distributed basaltic lava flows, called the Boring Lava (Pl . 1). These
flows are largely present in the Boring Hills (Fig. 1 and Trimble , 196J)
and range in age from late Pliocene to late (?) Pleistocene .
The piedmont deposits (Pl . 1) comprise a thin layer of fine-grained
sediments , mostly of fluvial origin, that overlies the Boring Lava,
These deposits mantle the Kelso slope and extend from Greshalll to beyond
the Sandy and Clackamas rivers.
cene age to these deposits.

Trimble (1963) assigned a.n early Plio-

This age vas based on a relative degree of

weathering.
Thick deposits of fluviolacuetrine sand, gravel and clay have
been deposited during the late (?) Pleistocene age (Trimble, 196J) upon
the eroded surfaces of the Boring Lava arxl the Troutdale Formation.
These deposits underlie the Portland Terraces. Other terraces are scattered along the Sandy-River Canyon and are underlain by a thin alluvium.
The younger alluviwn is of Recent B,8e and underlies the Columbia River
flood plain (Fig. 1).
Having a mantle of soil, the area, as reported , has presented
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difficulties for geologic mapping. Thus contacts of rock units are
approxima.tely located.
III,

THE ROCK UNITS AND THEIR WATER ABUNDANCE

The Columbia River Basalt, the Troutdale Formation, the Boring
Lava, the fluviolacustrine deposits, and the younger alluvium contain
the main water-bearing zones uithin the studied area and its adja.cents
(Hogenson and Foxworthy, 1965), Also, the Sandy River Mud.stone and the
piedmont deposits are saturated at places, but generally they are finegrained, l.'elatively impermeable and do not yield much water to wells.
Brief descriptions of the rock units, their water-bearing characteristics, and their general extent is included in Table 1. The uni ts
are listed from youngest to oldest and their description covers the
rocks' nature in all of the East Portland area.

Further details on the

rock units a.re given in Trimble (196J) and Hogenson and Foxworthy (1965).
Not all the rock units are present at any place in the area and the
atratigraphic sequence is illustrated in Plate 2 for some wells,
III.

SUMMARY OF REX;IONAL GIDI.OGIC HISTORY

The geology of the northlrest region has been discussed in several
reports, some of llhich have proposed slightly different hypothesis in
explaining the successive events. Trimble (1963) presented his work
along with a summa.ry of the previous geologic interpretations.

Hmrever,

this section, as in most of the previous ones, relies heavily on the
sUJlll'lla.ry presented by Hogenson and Foxworthy (1965) on the geologic
history of the Portland area. Their report has apparently expanded

T.l!LI I

ROOK UIITS PENETRATED !Y WILLS IN THE WT POm.AHD TERRACES AREA

AND TH!IR WATER-BF.A.RING CHARACTERISTICS

RDck unit

T1J)9 of material

Younger all- Gravel, sand. silt
and clay, rudely
stratified. Mostly
well sorted beneath
the flood plains ot
larger rivers; less
sorted near smaller
streams.

ViUJll

Thiclmess

Area(s) ot occurrence

A tew ft near nood plains
Slllill streams; streams.
20-30 tt along
Clackama• and
Sandy Riversr
1s-100 tt along Willamette R., as
much as 200 tt
along Columbia

ot peNnnial

water-bearing
character
Layars ot well...orted gravel and und yield large

amounts ot water to vel.la 1

leas sorted and tine 11at- .~
eri.als yield smaller a-

mounts.

R.
Fluviolacustrine
deposits

Unconsolidated gravel, sand, silt and
clay, rudely stratified. Gmel'8lly
bouldery and coarser grained to the
east and progressively finer grained
tQ

Oener&lly leas Broad terraces tbrough100 tt.
out most ·or the Portland
but locally
terraces subarea.
may be as
great as 1 j l

tban
tt.

Gravel and sand beds are
permeable but are mostly
above the regional water
table. 'Where the ,.meable
beds are saturated tbe7
yield moderate to large amounts ot water to well•.

the west, but con-

tains some gravel
layers throughout
most or its area.
Piedmont
d e-posits

Mostly silt and · .
clay, but includes

Generally less Most ot the Kel eo al.ope
than 100 tt.
eubarea: tloors ot la~

Oenerally non-•ter bear- .i-J
....,

1ng or yielcla only 1111all

TABLE I

CONTINUED
Rock unit
Piedmont
deposits

Type

ot material

Thickness

SOl!le sand, gravel,
. and mud.now deposits.

Area(•)

ot OcCU!'lWlCe

valleys 1n the !oring
Hills subarea.

Water-bearing character
&110U.nts ot perched ground

vater to wlls and aprinc• •

continued
Mostly gray 111ass-

Ranges tran

ift basaltic lava:
5 to about
lesser. amounts ot
800 ft.
volcanic cinders.
The lava is mostly
in f'l.ov layers but
also occurs as sills
and dikes.

Underlies most of the
Boring Hilla subarea,
where it toms the major hills; caps the

Almost entirely above the

southeast end of O&tfield Reipts and is-

water to wells and springs.

·olated hills 1n the
Portland terraces sub-

regional water table and

yielde onq mall to Mdera'te
amounts ot perched. ground ·
Seine ot the springs tlov onq
inte:niittmtly, and ame wells
tail during d17 period.a.

area. Small isolated

bodies of lava occur
along can10n of sandy
River and probably
elselihere beneath the

area.
Troutdale
rormation

Unconsol :1dated
and part.J.3r consolidated gravel, sand,
ailt, and clay, commonq in the tom
ot vell-indurated
sand3" conglmerate.

Generally

more than
100 and locaJ.17 more
than 800 tt.

Throughout, except Oatfield Heights aubarea:
overlain ~ Boring Lava
or 10unger deposits elCcept 1n hills and along

stream can,ons.

I.a;pers at loose sand and gravtrl.

below tbe Ngiaal ater table
J1eld moderate to large lllOUllta
of water to wlle and qrinp:
ehlila r bed• above tile :regtanal •ter table )'ield ..Uer.
less dependable ·s upplies of
perched ~ ater•

. ..

TABIJ! I
CCMTINUED
of material

Rock unit

Type

sandy R1var

Principally mud stone, Ranges trom
claystone, and part- a tew hun17 consolidated. silt dred to more
tban 1, 000
and clay, but intt.
cludes minor beds
or sand and gravel.

Mudstone

'rhickness

A1"9&(s)

ef occurrence

'nlrougheut (at depth).
except Qattield Heights
subarea and FairviewTroutdale district; expoaed only in canyons
ot Clackamas and Sindy
RiYers borderlng lCelso

Water-bearing character
Oenera.lly tight and non-water

bearing, but a tev wells obtain
small am011nts or wter tran thin
la19rs ot sand and gravel.

Slope subarea.
Colllllbia
River
Basalt

Dark basalt in accOMantly layered
nows that range
from about 10 to
150 tt thick.

Ranges trom Throughout (at depth),
except may be Missing
100 tt or
less to
locally 1n FainiewTroutdale district; exmore than
posed only 1n and near
800 tt.

Catfield Heights

area.

Arter Foxworthy, B.L., et al, 1964, p. 78-79.

au~

'Permeable tones at contacts between some flow layers yield
moderate to large amounts of
water to wells that )Mnetrate
the basalt below the regional
water table, and lesser amounts
or perched ground w t.r to nlls
and springs above the regional
water table.
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on Trimble• s earlier vork.
The east Portland area was slightly uplifted in early Miocene
time and the Pacific Ocean shore that ha.cl advanced near to the area
during 0118ocene time, retreated to the west.

The area, during Miocene

time, was flooded by the extrusion of the Columbia River Basalt, The
basalt then rested upon an erosional surface of moderate local relief,
Deformation, in late Miocene or early (?) Pliocene, created a structural
be.sin, in the flood plain, The syncline ranges from the ancestral West
Hills on the west to the ancestral Cascade Range on the east. With
deepening of the structural basin, the streams in early (?) Pliocene
time carried material from the surrounding higher land and fed a lake
in the area in nhich the Sandy River Mudstone unit uas deposited.

River

currents, continued deforination, and the uplift of the Cascade Range ha.cl
:

again deepened the filled area.
The ancestral Colwnbia River traversed the basin from the
northeast, bringing into the area 'basaltic gravel from northeastern
Oregon and southnestern Washington and quartzitic gravel from farther
upstream. These gravels, as well as basaltic gravel brought in by other
streams, were deposited in the area as alluvial fans and delta and
channel deposits. When this deposition ceased early in the Pliocene
Epoch, as much a.s 1,000 feet of the Troutdale Formation covered parts
of the fine-grained Sandy River Mud.stone, and the formation lapped ·
upon the be.salt ridges to the east and west.
Late in the Pliocene Epoch, either the sea level was further
lowered or the East Portland region was uplifted slightly. The Columbia River and its tributaries further entrenched themselves and
an erosion surface iras established upon the Troutdale Formation. At
this time began .another period of volcanism, which continued intermittently to late (?) Pleistocene time. The Boring Lava flows and
ash beds accumulated and cinder cones of the lava were built up l ocally
upon the hilly surface that had formed upon the Troutdale Formation.

Erosion continued during this period. and a well-integrated
drainage system was established on the Boring Lava, on the Troutdale
Formation, and on exposed parts of the Columbia River Basalt. Later
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planation by the ancestral Sandy River, which was a low-gradient
strea.m at a higher position than the present Sandy River, eroded the
Boring Lava and Troutdale Formation and formed a broad plain between
the present Boring Hills and the hills east of the Sandy River Canyon.
During this lateral planation, an alluvial material -- herein called
the Piedmont deposits -- generally as thick as about 100 feet were deposited on ~ broad plain and in valleys between the hills of the
Boring Lava.
Hills containing Boring Lava extended northward nearly to the
Columbia River which was near its present altitude in the beginning of
the Pleistocene Epoch.

During the ice age of the Pleistocene time, the

general sea level had fluctuated several times, and at least one major
uplift took place in the Cascade Range.
During the Pleistocene time, the Portland basin received a large
volume of glacial melt water and nater-laid detritus from melting continental glaciers upstream in the Columbia River basin. The melt
waters, at times, were apparently impounded in the Portland basin to
a maximum altitude of more than 400 feet above present sea level owing
to ol:structions in the 11est outlet of the Columbia River basin. As
obstructions were breached by erosion and as the load of glacial debris
lessened, the Columbia River and its tributaries eroded auay much of the
melt nater deposits from the basin. They eroded the Boring Lava back
to the present position of the Boring Hills and also removed much of
the Troutdale Formation. After each erosive siJeep, the rivers partly
backfilled the basin lrith the fluviolacustrine deposits that· now underlie the steplike Portland terraces. 3
Rivers in the area folloued their present course as the glacia:J,.
melt water decreased.
Channels of the Columbia and Willamette r1VP-rs uere eroded deeper
as the sea l:evel dropped.

The Willamette and Clackamas rivers became

deeply entrenched and terraces uere formed in the canyons of the Sandy
and Clackamas rivers.

2ll:Wi, P• JJ.
~. p. 33-34.

As the sea level rose back to its present position,
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river channels uere slowly filled with material carried by the streams.
The flood plains were formed uith deposition and erosion continuous until the present.

Deposition and erosion by the glacial melt· were the

cause for the present topography in the area.
Because previous geologic interpretations are based on the
environment of deposition and mode of transporting the sediments as
well as the distances they have traveled, this writer thinks that it
would be very useful to study the sediments on the basis of their durability • . Also a complete analysis of the clay minerals throughout the
different sized material of the several rock units could be a great
tool in discovering more facts about the area.

A neu study of such a

nature, along with the previous information, could lead to a more accurate conclusion reearding the geolog ic units and their history.

I.

CHAPI'ER IV
SOIL REVIEW
\'

I,

GENERAL FEATURES

The contents of this chapter are completely based on an older
soil survey :report (Ruzek and Carpenter, 1922). This official :report
is the only one available at the present, although a nen study is to be

published in the future (United States Department of Agriculture, Soil
Conservation Service). The older report includes a detailed soil map
of most of Multnomah County that includes the thesis area.
The soils ni thin the thesis area have developed under a moderate
supply of water and relatively i1arm temperature.
The mature soils have the typical profile of the humid soils
throughout the uorld. The surface soils are :relatively light in
texture compared to the subsoils and usually lighter in color. Beneath
the true soil profile the material is more friable and coarser textured
than in the more completely decomposed and therefore heavier, sul:Eoil.
This typical profile is lrell developed in the memeers of the Olympic,
Cascade, Willamette, and Amity series, faintly developed in the Hillsboro
and .Powell series, but not nell developed in the other soils of the area.
Aside from these differences in texture between soil and subsoil, the
soils of the various series differ from each other in drainaeJ% especially
subsoil drainage, and in the topography of the land on uhich they occur. 4
Although most of the above mentioned soils are present in the thesis
area, this chapter is mostly concerned uith the ones located near the
4 Ruzek, C.V. and Carpenter, E.J., 1922, "Soil Survey of Multnomah
County," U.S. De pa.rt. of Agriculture, Bureau of Soils, Washington, U.S.
Govt. Printing Office , p. 55.
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analyzed we Us •
Series of the Cascade, Willamette, Salem and Columbia soils are
well drained.

The

Powel~

a.nd Wapato ones are imperfectly drained in

different degrees, while the soils of the Salem and some members of the
Columbia series have a droughty su'tsoil.
All the well-drained soils are brown 1n color, with yellowishbrown or faintly reddish brown subsoils, and although they were developed under the influence of a heavy timber cover, the characteristics
of the so-called Podsol soils uith a gray leached surface horizon and
a yellouish-brown subsurface horizon with high organic matter have never
been developed . Such soils are usually developed under heavy timber
cover such as that which formerly covered all this region. 5
All the soil series mapped by Ruzek and Carpenter (1922) fall into
the brown soils of the world's classification. The differentiation of
the various series (Table 2) is based on the character and source of the
material from which they have developed and the manner of their accumulation.
Table 2 lists the various soil series according to their process
of accumulation,

These series fall into bm major groups. The first is

residual soils that lrere derived from rocks of volcanic origin through
the process of \feathering in place .

The parent rocks are basic and have

been deeply weathered. The second. group is transported soils that have
been derived from rnateria.l, probably of a similar orisin as that of the
first group.

The second group falls into tl10 major subgroups&

(1) Soils derived from old valley-filling tleposits that have been
ueathered and altered in place to some degree, and,
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TAME ll
RBLATION OF SOILS TO THE COUNTRY' ROCXS

Soil Group

Residual

1101111

!raneported soils

Derivation
I~ecius

rocks

Old valley-

Kind of Rock

Soil Series

Basalt. andesite,
dolerite, and
diorite

Ol111pic

Mixed materials

ilillamet te•
Hillsboro•
Powell•

filling deposite

Cucade*

Sal. .

.&mit7:'
Recent-alluvial
deposits

Vind-laid deposits

•

Mixed material

Columbia•
Newberg
Vapota•
S&uvi.e

· Basal.tic material

'l'outle

· Mixed material

Burlington

Present at location of a tested well

(after lbu:ek and Carpenter, 1922, p. SS)

.·
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(2)

Soils derived from recent alluvial deposits.

The first subgroup has ooen subjected to long weathering that is
reflected by the accumulation of clay in the subsoil. The second subgroup occurs in narrmr strips along the streams and does not shov marked
weathering.
II.

SUMl'u\RIZED DIBCRIPI'ION OF THE DIFFERENT SOIL TYPES

The soil subseries to be briefly mentioned are those identified
by Ruzek and Carpenter (1922) soil map which are located near the tested
~·ells.

This means that the thesis area also includes other types that

are listed in Table 2.

Ho~ever,

all the different soil series do, in

fact, fall in one major classification:

the Brown soil.

Buzek and Carpenter (1922, p. 59) state that the Cascade series
consists of residual soils of basal tic origin.

The soil is brown to

light broun, and the upper subsoil broun to yellouish brown and normally
somewhat more compact than the surface soil. ThAy are underlain by a
yellou deeper subsoil or suootratum, somewhat mottled by iron stains.
This substratum lies from 3 to 6 feet below the surface, and in many
places has a distinctly friable structure and a fine sandy loam texture.
It contains considerable micaceous material and iron-cemented pellets.
The soils are we 11 drained and the rocks that give rise to this series
are deeply ueathered.
Derived from the unconsolidated old
source of the
rocks.

~illa.mette

valley-filli~..g

series is a mix of igneious and

deposits, the
~edimentary

Ruzek and Carpenter (1922, p. 59) wrote that the Willamette

series comprises types with brmm surface soils , a.nd heavier brown
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subsoils, free from mottling or only slightly mottled. The deeper
subsoil is usually more friable a.nd lighter in color than the upper
subsoil. Some areas of this series include ) feet of stratified gravel
deposit.s in the substratum. Drainage in both the surface and the in•
ternal pa.rt is well developed.
The Hillsboro series is similar to the Willamette series in
color and in origin, but differs in the coarser texture and more
friable structure of the subsoil. The soils of this series have a
brown color and are underlain by a lighter brown and slightly more compact subsurface layer. The subsoil and substratum are light brown tQ
yellowish brown and more friable and coarser than the surface soil. 6
l3oth the surface and internal drainage in this series are well established.
The Powell series have brown to 11.ght brmm surface soils. The
subsoil is about 10-15 inches deep and composed of light brown to yellowish brown friable material that is mottled with gray.
The series is believed to be derived through the weathering of
unconsolidated 1raterlaid deposits: and it is thought the mottling is
caused by the accumulation of gray friable material in cavaties once
occupied by plant roots. As occurring in this area., however, the
material giving this series of soils is uniformly fine textured, shows
no stratification, and may be found on further study to be a \leathered
loess. ?
The drainage in this series is lrell developed .
The Salem series has gravelly subsoil and substratum and is similar to the Willamette series in color structure and origin. The surface soil is broun to dull brown, while the subsoil is brolln to light

~. p, 59-60.
7llid, p. 60.

T.lm.E
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~'ICAL

blALYSIS SHOWING CCMPOSITION
OF SOlLS IN P!~ENT

•

.....

-

I
Soil Series

Subseriea

Descri ptiCD

Ver'J'

Pina

Coarae

Mediua

-Gra••l

Pine

l'iDe

Sand

Sand

Sand

SaDd

Silt ·

0.9

1.0
1.0
2.1

2.6
6.2

,0.4

11.7

,6.o

9.0
10.2

25.6

5'.9
45.1
49.0

1

Soil
Subsoil
Lover Subsoil

o.o

2.1
1.4
2.9

SOil
Su.bsoil

o.,

0.4

1.e

Hillsboro loam

Soil
Subooil

Powell ailt
loam

Cascade 11ilt
loua
Willamette
loam

Silt loam

OoO

Cl.&1

e.7

o.a

0.1

6.,

l..4

5.7

,5.0
,7.3

44.7
4,.a

11.0

1.4
0.5

2.5
1.,

1.0
1.0

7.5
11.,

,,.7

29.0

45.9
46o7

12.1
5.6

Soil
Subsoil

o.o

0.7

0.5
2.5

o.a

1.1

4.1
. 5.6

,,.o

49.,
42o7

12.3
11.4

Soil
Subsoil
Lower Subsoil

·0.3
o.6
2.5

1.5
ll.5
,1.1

1.5
12.,
16.7

5o4
,1.6
'31.0

18,8
20.9
9.9

56.5

16.,
5.1
2.1

,5.9

n.o

Salem gravitll.J
Nnd7 lou
Columbia silt
loam
Columbia fina sand
Columbia aandy lou
'iapota ailt lom
(L.4'ter !blzek and C&!1*1ter, 1922)

17.9
6.8

·.
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bro11n, more compacted, and still pemeable.

Rounded gravel and coarse

sand uith some large angular boulders at places comprise the substratum
soil.

The material has been derived from different sources and some of

the gravel has been transported for considerable distance.

Soils of this

series have a good drainage.
The Columbia series surface soil is composed of light grayish to
brolln colors.

The subsoil is similar to the surfa.ce one but with more

grayish color and consists of stratified sediments.

These soils :resemble

the Hillsboro soils, but are of no:re recent deposit.ion, in louer position
and less pronounced brotm in color.

'!'he areas are nell-drained.

The Wapato series are dull broun, dark grayish bronn, mottled uith
gray, a.nd have

~1ellcnr

anrl broun iron stains.

Hottled uith yellcsr, the

subsoil is grayish broun to dull brmrn and heavier than the surface~
soil in texture.

Both the surface ar.d subsurface soils have poor drain-

age.
To further iilustrate the minor differences of the soil series,
Table ) lists the mechanical analyses of most of these soils.

These

analysis a!'f: ta.ken from Ruzek and Carpenter (1922) and shon the size
similarities of the different types.

It must be emphasized here that

the size classification of gravel, different degrees of nand, silt and
clay was not specin.ed in Ruzek and Carpenter report.
Although it has been re ported that the a.bove soils uere derived
from different parent materials and uere deposited. by various mechanisms at different times, the differences in the soils description and
their mechanical analysis are close ones, u i th minor except ions.
The transported group, :for t.he most pa.rt, has an origin similar
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to that of the residual one.

Houever, the environment of deposition

and the distance from origin varied for some of the transported series.
Therefore, we must keep in mind the similarity of the parent rocks of
the residual and the transported sediments as uell as the similarity in
soil types.

GROUND WATER

I,

AVAILABILITY

As has been reported by Foxworthy, Hogenson, and HaJDpton
and again

by

Hogenson and Foxworthy

(1965),

(1964)

the ground water 1n the area

occurs under the three ma.in hydraulic conditions - unconfined, confined,
or perche<i, and at some places it can be perched and confined.
The water table in the area is, generally, slightly above the
nearest major Rtream, but 111any aquifers have a perched nater body that
stands above the

re~ional

table,

the areas of higher topography.

These perched bodies are mainly in
Hogenson and Foxworthy

(1965,

P•

35)

noted that the water table or the piezometric surface is a sloping
surf~ce.

It 1s highest in areas of recharge, where water is added to

the P,round lfater-body, and al ope a dounward to ::i.reas of discharge, where
water leaves or is removed from the ground water-body,

Ground water

moves chiefly in response to gravity - that is, it moves down the hydraulic gradient.
Plate 3 illustrates the flo11 dirP.ction of the ground water in the
thP-sis arP.a,

The source of information for construction of this was

1) driller's log data of the static level of the »ater uhich I converted in terms of the mean elevation at aea level and 2) topographic
variations,
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Recharging of the ground water body is done chiefly by percolation
of precipitation.

Other recharging agents are melting snow, streams

and lakes, flow from nearby water bodies, and artificial recharge through
irrigation.

However, the thesis a.rea receives most of its recharge

supply through infiltration of rainfall,
The ground water system; usually, keeps itself in a state of equalibrium nith regard to annual recharge and discharge.

The discharge of

ground water in the thesis area is naturally taking place through seeps
and springs that issue either at the land surface or into streams, underground flow tha.t heads tmrard the streams, and by evaporation or transpiration.

Artificial discharge, also, occurs through uithdraual from

wells.
II.

WATER LEVEL FLUCTUATIONS

It has been suggested (Hogenson and Foxworthy, 1965) that the
regional water table, including the thesis area, is slightly above the
nearest major stream.
uithin the

sa.~e

Thus, the ground uat9r table should rise and fall

rate as the stream level.

Precipitation is the major

mechanism that affects the seasonal changes.

Other mechanisms include

the rate of rainfall percolation and artificial wi thdra1rals.
Foxu·orthy, Ho~enson, and Hampton (1964) included a hydrograph of
wells representing the regional area of East Portland.

A fen of these

wells were nearby the thesis area and only one 11as within it., and i t

uas no longer a.vana.ble.

A publication by the State Engineers (Barth-

olomeu and Delxm, 1970) included the available observation uells in the
.Portland are"!..

A~ter coll~~ct.ing

the latest d.ata. frora official sources,
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Figure &· R)'drog'ie.ph of o'bllemtlon wlle within the East Portland Terraces be&. and mnth17
precipitation at Port.land Intemational J.iq>ort fo1' the period 19'9·1973.
.
.

I constructed a hydrograph (Fig , 2) that shows the ground water levels
from 1959 to 1973.
The hydrogra.ph {Fig. 2) shows one uell located west of the analyzed area (nearby the Willamette River) and four wells that tap the
research area.

It also shows the precipitation for the same periods.

All of the llells are unconfined and tap similar or different rock units.
It is easy to o'bserve, from the graph, that the highest

~ater

levels oocllrXad f:rom one to three months after the greatest precipitation.

Also, the lotrest levels were recorded in a few months' period

after the smallest amount of precipitation and greatest amount of withdrawals .from nells.

Therefore, one is most likely to observe the high-

est ground water levels occurring during the spring or summer, while the
levels would drop during autumn or uinter.
However, it should be noted that the high and low levels differ
slightly in altitude and time. These differences are due to the physical characteristics (permeability) of the overlying and the underlying
sediments.
III.
Nortb~rn

OCCURRENCE OF GOOUND WATER Ill THESIS AREA

Kel;o Slope

The Kelso slope physiographic unit (Fig. 1) is underlain by the
piedmont deposits, the Troutdale Formation, the Sandy River Mud.stone,

and the Columbia River Basalt, successively.
Permeable strata of the Troutdale Formation make it the waterbearing unit, whereas the piedmont deposits and the Sandy River Mud.stone are fine-grained ancl relatively impermeable. The Columbia River
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Basalt in the area is at greater depths and has not been completely
explored for its ground water potential.
Because of the topographic

location, the sediments underlying

the Northern Kels"o slope {nearly all of the piedmont deposits, Pl. 1)
as well as most of the slope yield perched water.

It has been reported

(llogenson and Foxworthy, 1965) that both the piedmont deposits and the
Sandy River ?:.ud.st?ne have yielded none or small quantities of ground
water at some ire lls.
supplies.

These quantities are small , but enough for domestic

Wells penetrating the Troutdale Formation have yielded, at

i

places, sufficiezyt amounts of uater to supply small-scale irrigation.
South of the thesis area, a few uells have tapped the Columbia
River Basalt and obtained small amounts of uater.
The movement of ground water in the Northern Kelso slope follows
the topography and ?late J shows the flo11 pat tern of ua. ter.
East Portland Terraces
The East Portland Terraces which covers most of the thesis area
is pa.rt of a physiographic subunit (Fig.l).

The area is underlain by

the fluviolacustrine deposits, Troutdale Formation, Sandy River Mud- .
stone, and ColumbS.a River Basalt.

A feu hills of the Boring Lava and

parts of the Troutdale Formation a.re exposed throughout the terraces.
West of the
bearing rock unit.

~.rea,

the Troutdale Formation is the principle water-

Perched nater is obtained fro;;1 the fluviolacustrine

deposits, a.nd sor.ie supplies uere reci:Jived from some permeable strata
of the Sandy River Nudstone.

One Hell, only, reached the Columbia

River Basalt and its uater supply ua.s not appreciable .

The ground water situation in the thesis area has also been described by Hogenson and Foxuorthy (1965).

The report stated that the

regional water table is within the Troutdale Formation and slopes
generally northward, toward the Columbia River.

At places, bodies of

perched ground 1tater also occur within the Troutdale - held up above
the regional lfa.ter table by poorly permeable beds in the formation.
All the wells in Plate 2, except numbers 31 and 20,a.re located in
the East Portland Terraces area.

The uells tap mostly the Troutdale

Formation, except number 26, uhich taps the Sandy River Mudstone.

Plate

3 shows the general northuard flow of the ground water into the Columbia
River.

The land surface also dips at different directions in some loca-

tions through part. of the area causing a change in direction of the flow
(i.e., .Plate ) indicates uater flouing eastuard south of Troutdale at
sec.

35,

T.lN.,

R.)B.).

Throughout the terraces, wells are relatively shallow, and most
commonly range from a feu to several hund:red feet deep.

Plate

5

lists

all the analyzed uells and shows that most of them tap the Troutdale
Formation, and Plate 1 shous that most of these wellt5 are located in the
terraces area.
Properly constructed nells within the East Portland Terraces
should yield several hundred gallons per minute .
Columbia.

Rixe~

Flood ?lain

Younger alluvi~m (Pl. 1) covers this plain and is underlain by
the Troutdale For raatlon,
plain.

Fen uells uere sampled uithin the flood

well nuHtber 20 (Pl. 3) shol1s l a ye m of sa11rl under lain by
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gravel, all of which are permeable.
Only a pa.rt of the eastern part of the Columbia River flood plain
is included in this study. The ground water 1n this area could be obtained in moderated quantities from both the younger alluvium and the
Troutdale Formation.
The younger alluvium of the Colu.~bia River flood plain 1s not
thicker than about 200 feet. The upper part 1s mostly fine sand, silt,
and clay, which generally do not yield large amounts of water to wells,
but also includes some isolated lenses of sand and fine gravel that
yield moderate to large amounts of 11ater. The lower parts of the alluvium below a depth of about 100 feet - contain more abundant and continuous layers of sand and gravel that a.re capable of yielding large
quantities of water to uells. At places in the subarea, as near Fairvieu Lake and Blue Lake, the younger alluvium is comparatively thin,
and some wells enter the Troutdale Formation at depths of less than
100 feet. At these places, houever, the upper pa.rt of the Troutdale is
apparently capable of yielding at least moderate quantitites of water,
and so wells tapping it may be as productive as those tha~ tap the
thicker alluvium l:::eneath other parts of the flood plain .
The northern part of the flood plain is usually invaded by river
water during flood stages, which could give rise to the nearly horizontal uater table that flows beneath the flood plain.
Several hundreds to 1,000 g .p.rn. could be produced from wells that
tap more than 100 feet in the plain and enter the loner gravelly pa.rj.
of the younger alluvium or the Troutdale Formation.

8Hogenson, G. :1. and Foxuorthy, E.L., 1965, "Ground Water in the
East Portland Area, Oregon:' U.S. Geological Survey Water Supply Paper,
1973, P• l~).

CHAPI'ER VI
GRomm WATER QUALITY
I.

DATA

Chemical analyses of 33 wells itithin East Portland Terraces uere
made in the Portland State University Eaxth Sciences laboratory and in
the field.

All the da.ta uere obtained by the performance of this writer

and he is responsible for +.heir publica.tion.
Plate

5 furnishes the reader uith complete figures and information

of interest for any future researcher.
A feH· anal:;rses 11ere dismissed and figures for a. few others were
neglected,

The reason for the dismissal uas that those analyses should

have been done at the site.

This uould have consumed time, uhich

not convenient for most of the mrners of the uells.

itas

These analyses are

the dissolved oxygen and the total acidity which gave figures of 8 and

1.5

ppm (parts per million), respectively, for all the samples in the

laboratory.
Because of the silica interference, by the colorimetry techniques,
the ]>hosphate figures nere altered.

Hmrever, the phosphates are present

a.s indicated by the earlier stages of the test. procedures.
listed their presence in Plate

Thus I only

5.

The nitrate nitrogen gas uas also neglected because of the time
elapsed. before testing.

In fact, all the tests for gases should be
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f ollowed with a question mark, although I performed the tests within the
same day of collection, in the laboratory.
As for all the elements , a conventional error of about plus or
minus 10 percent should be allowed (Clark, 1959, p. 64-68 and Hem,
1970, p. 232). However, there are methods of estimating the accuracy
of the figures and the amount of error. One is that the total computed
dissolved solids should be about plus or minus 20 mg/l from the total
residual dissolved solids (on evaporation for one hour at 180 degrees

c).

On comparison of the columns of ?late 5 that represent the two data, the
check favors the accuracy of the obtained figures nith few exceptions.
Another method of estimating error is that the total dissolved
solids should be equal to about 67 percent of the conductance amount of
the sample (regis~ered in microm~hs/cm at 25 degrees C),
this case was negative .
ence of the unionized

The check in

I uould explain the dissagreement by the pres-

Si~,

measurable amounts of uhich were not account-

ed for by the conductivity meter,

A third method to check the accuracy is that the total epm (equivalents per million or milliequivalent per liter) of cations or anions

.

should each be about one percent of the total dissolved solids ppm or
parts per million (added uill be little more than tlfo percent).

The cal-

culations were done and the results ue:re again in favor of the analyses'
accuracy.
A remark should be made here about the cations-anions balance
in the system.

The total of each in epm :revealed a little feuer anions.

The :reaosn for this is evidently that some anions lre:re not accounted for.
As a good example, the tests proved the presence of phosphates uhich
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could not be measured accurately and thus not accounted for in SWftlling
the total anions,

If it was possible to measure the phoaphates, the

total for the anions concentration would havA beAn mol'ft flqual t.o thA.t,
of the cations.
In order to unders tand the definition for each kind of data, a reference to the form of the analyzed element in solution and sometimes to
the chemical treatments that were applied in the tests must be considered,

The definitions vary with different tests,

Howeve r, summary of

these definitions with appropriate references are included in Hem, J .D.,

1970.
II.

GEX:lI.OGIC RELATIO N

Rock Types
The sediments that underlie the

are~

and are of concern in this

section a.re those uhich yielded the 11ater oamples.
Hat the uater-bea rinR units,

TablA 1 and Plate

5

Most of the samples represent water with-

drawn from sediments defined as the Troutdale Formation.

Sediments from

this unit as uell a.a the others are l a rgely residual, transported and
reworked fragments :Mode up, ma.inly, of volca nic material.
Resiatates is the term used for such sedimentary rocks that contain
particles with a •ride range of chemical compositions (Hem, 1970, p. 295296).

Similar analyses uithin similar sediments at different parts of the

wor.ld uere collected by Hem (1970).

Hern showed that such sediments could

yield a uide range of ground water chemical compoi:;Hlon.

His analyses

show that similar sediments could yield concentr ations of elements similar
to the one obtained by this study or 1t could be as great as 20 times a.s
much.
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The h18her concentration in some of those resistates was probably
due to hi.Bher temperature, depth,time that the water takes until it is
discharged, trace element concentrations in parent material, or any
additional reasons.
Possible Mineralogic Composition
Since the sediments have been mixed and reworked, the mineralogic
composition, from previous geologic reports, would include various minerals.

Also alteration and weathering of sediments containing orie-

ina.lly mafic, volcanics, and clay materials would yield a wide variety
of minerals,
Clay minerals, magnetite, labr.W.orite, glass, pyroxene , silica,
micaceous minerals, ferric hydroxide , feldspars, tourmaline, ferroma.gnesium, amphiboles, ferrous sulfide , olivine, pyrite, percolating soil
minerals, siderma.line, and all the minerals expected from mafic, volcanic
fragments and different types of sa.nd stones (vitric, micaceous , tuffaceous, cemented and unconsolideated) are pro'table to be present in the
sediments.

Quant'3.tive data on proportions of elemeuts in the preceding

material and minerals at different depths is not available to
with this study,

compar~

Estimation cf such proportions would not be helpful

because the environment t.hat effect, control or supply the system with
the dissolved ions

~rH

not definitely well known.

Table 4 shows a.n averase chemical composition of the Columbia River Basalt and its sediments and a grayuacke ,

If a histogram is

constructed to match some of those constituents listed in Plate 5 (the
ones that are assumed to be present. in the area) with similar elements
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TABLE rl
AVERAGE CHOOCAL Cor-!POSITIOO OF THE COLUMMA RIVER BASALT,
THE COLUMBIA RIVER SEIID!ENTS AND
THE GRAYWACKE IN PE~T

1'8.salt

Si02

54• .50

Ti02

2'20

Sediments

Graywacke

66 • .5

66.7

1 '.3.9

1) • .5

Al203

~t'.3.61

Fe203

'.3.68

P'eO

8.80

MnO

0.18

MgO

'.3.46

2.0

2.1

cao

6.92

'.3.4

2 • .5

Na02

3.27

2.9

2.9

!20

1.70

2.1

2.0

H20+

O,T/

H o2

o.ao

P205

0.36

co2

0.03

?

1.2

+o.28

-4•.5

-4.o

1'!ise.

1.6
4.7
'.3 • .5

Basalt - Average Columbia River Basalt, Flanagan, F.J., 1973. p.1190
Sediments - Average e.olumbia River sand ( 68 analyses). Whetten et

al., 1969, p. 15
Graywaeke - Average graywaeke (61 analyses), Pettijohn, 196'.3, p. 1.5
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from Table

4, it would probably yield a relatively similar composition.

From such comparison, one could see the high silica content in the
analyses of both Table 4 and Plate

5.

In the same manner, matching Plate

5 with

Table

indicate the clay minerals supply of ions 1n the area.

5 would

probably

Trimble (1962)

has indicated some x-ray study of clay minerals that were sampled

nearby the area shoued various clay minerals including Kaolinite and
Halloysite.

Trimble mentioned the presence of Kaolinite and illite in

his discussion of uhat he called "Loess" deposits.

Also Trb1ble urote

about the abundance of Halloysite in the lleathering products of the
Colwnbia River Basalt.
III.

HYDRAULIC RB:LATIO?iS

Precipita.tion, mode of tfa.ter percolation, and ground water flow
are part of a total system that influences the quality of the water.
Rainfall carries small a.mounts of dissolved salts, some of uhich have
originated from the ocean and others by dissolving dusts and particles
from the air.
As the rain falls, chemical reactions ui th soil particles and ·

organic matter takes place and the 1-ra.ter stP..rts to percolate dowmrard .
Because the organic matter tends to extract some of the cations, these
ions tend to remain on the surface nith fen of thera escaping doumrard.
Unless the ground uater table is very shallon or the soil is very
deep, the uater table uill not receive most of the cations from the
surfacP..
clays.

As the water moves clounua.:rd , it might encounter layers of
These clay la.yers act as a natural fil tf..:r fo:c many of the
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TABLE V
AVERAGE CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF
CLAY MINERALs IN PERCENT
~.a...:tl'M'D'!i•'Fi< . . ."'W'.

illophm•

laoli-

nite

Halloyaite

•*'"*""* a:eN'x m .,, ·

Montmorillonite

Vermiculite

Illite

Glauc9Cblorite
nite

....~i.o.-· • ,,._. tA&e'*r..,,,..,.

9102

:53o96

45.44

44008

51014

35092

49.26

52.64

26.68

il20.,

:51.12

38.52

39.20

19.76

10.68

2B.rrf

5.78

25.20

r.2°3

Trace

0.80

0.10

o.8'

10094

2.~

17.88

0.82

OST

3.85

B.'K>

3.22

22.00

1.32

3,43

26.96

1.62

0.44

0.67

0.12

o.28

0.04

o.13

o.lB

0.11

7,47

7.42

9.25

e.69

11.70

- 0.09 - 0.01

- o.48

PeO

o.oa

Me<>
2.26

Cao

o.oa

••20

o.66)

1.20

0.14)

ll 0
2

Mieo,

0.05

0.20

,,.12

14.2

16014

22oB

19084

+ 0.46

- 0008

- 0.19

- 0.48

+ o.64

i'MlfllWI S

-~l~GntE..~.we..~~w~~,.....,..."°'.....

(J.tter Dagena, 1965, P• 24)

.·
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cations (Fig. 3) while the anions ha.ve the ability to move through.
This was explained by Hanshaw (1973) on the basis that when a solution
is forced to flow through a compacted clay by a pressure differential,
the double layer, ma.de up mainly of cations, 1s sheared. This results
in an electrical potential gradient across the layer and the outflow
side of it becomes positively charged uhere it rejects the passage of
the cations, with the exception of uea.k spots.
The physical characteristics of the thesis area are suitable for
a quick recharge and discharge uhich causes a high rate of flow.

Fig-

ure 2 shows the correlation of the ground uater levels to precipitation
to be within a three months' period .

Although there are more than a

few water tables in the area, they are relatively shallow and their
recharge and discharge is relatively short, uhich means a low temperature
and speedy water movement in an open system that doesn't allow for long
contact between the water and the rock units.

Therefore , the chemical

reactions or the ability of nater to dissolve more solids is applied
within a relatively short period.
Also from ?late 2, it is obvious that there are lithologic changes
in the size of particles uithin the same rock unit and at the same
altitude. This means that a cross strata movement of the ground water
tOlfard more permeable uni ts ls probable at places, uhich adds to the
mixing of the uater.
The above discussion indicates that as the nater pP.rcolates and
flous, a filteration and mixing of the ground water is occurring within
a relatively short period of time.

This is one of tr.e principles which

explains the relatively lou and similar cornposi tion of the ground llater
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in the thesis area,

Figure 4 supports the hypothesis that the change

in the total dissolved solids as a function of distance of water movement is not applicable in the thesis area (i.e., as uater migrates
from well number 25 to well number 26 or from well number 29 to irell
number

24,

no definite change pattern or significant compositional

variety is detectable).

The dissolved solids for uells number 25 and

29 are similar to those of uells number 26 a.nd 24, :respectively (Plate

5). Yet, their ionic composition differs slightly in

Figure

5. This

means that there is no certain increase or decrease of the concentration
as the nater flous, and that the minor differences in ionic composition

are pertly due to absorptfon, ion exchange and other local conditions

uithin a. siven aquifer.
IV~

EFFb---CTS 01'' OHGAl'iIC l::'ATERIAL A!ID CTHERS

Vegetation is a.bunda.nt throuahout the area and some of the past
organic matter is probably buried nithin the secliments.

These organic

elements could produce some carbonic acid through decaying.

This carbon-

ic acid could also porcolate through the soil ui th the rainfall.
gases could also be dissolved and form acids ui thin the soils.

Other

These

compounds, houever, could pla.y an importa.nt role in the decomposition
of rocks.

Clark (1959 , p. 110) stated that the organic matter is

derived. from the decay of ve8etable substances , and by further oxidation
ma.y

oo

converted into carbonic acid in uater.

Its chemical constitution

is not completely knmm , but it consists in part at least of a vague
group of colloidal suootances , Hhose prec:tse nature is yet to be made
out.

?1rl!J'! 4. 'W&tel' anal.71191 diagra1
1hov1ng epar peromt cmpol1t1on.
Arrows 1nd1cate a1gnt1on ot
boa one wll to another.
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Figure 5. Areal variation of total dissolved .solids, types of soil and source rock in l!'Ast
Portland terraces area.
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So
From Chaµter IV, 1t uas noted that the soils were generally similar and their physical characters \f'f're close.

Figure

5 illwstratee the

areal variat.ion of the total dissolved solids concentration with the differences of soils and rock types.

lt"'rom the figure, only indirect relation

could be measured.
Other sources of dissolved elements in the area could be artificial
ones,

A p;ood example is well number 20 , located at the Troutdale AlU111-

inum plant .

This well contains more chloride (PPr.) plus a few more other

minor constituents (Plate 5) than the surrounding wells.

In 19,54, a

test was performed by the USGS (Foxworthy, Hogenson, and Hampton, 1954)
for a uell at the same location a.nd yielded 156 ppm of chloride.
the present artificial increase is not. harmful,

However,

The plant wells have been

drilled within the Columbia River flood plain close to the river.

The

p:round lfater discharge flows thro~h the area (Pl. 3) and washes the aq·
uifers.

Through dilution by river water, the problem too is dissolved.

Thus, it was a matter of locating the plant at a place where the industrial wastes do not form an immediate danger to humans.
Another example of artificial sources of dissolved elements is
illustrated in 're 11 number 22 where the chlorine content 1s higher tha.n
the other ualls.
is for public use.

This well is located a.t Leuis a.nd Clark Park, and 1t
Visiting the Public Health office in Portland , I

was informeci tha.t the 11e 11 \las actually chlorinated for heal th reasons.
A third possible artificial source is the fertilizers used throughout the area for agr1cul tural development.
erent percentap,es of elements.
a.nd Cl.

Fertilizers constitute diff-

Generally, they contain N, K, P, S, Mg

Also, Plate 4 illustrates an areal change of N03 and ro4.

The
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concentration of these tlro ions tends to increase, generally , from ea.st
t.o uest , which could be correlated llith the popula tion density .

V•

I HTERPRfJI' A'fIO N

Sources Of Constituents
As I have previously discussed , there are many ways in which the

dissolved solids could have originated .

Generally the rocks and or ganic

material (soil) are thP. major sources , whereas the first is the one
chiefly responsible for the cations and the secor¥i is most effective
in produci ng bicarbonate ions .

The rain wa ter and , probably, fertil -

izers cause the presence of chloride.
1'he above discussion has dealt mostly uith the mechanisms reln.tecl to ground watr.r.

To understand more a.bout the sources of t.he

elemnnts , the followinp, chemical T11ateri11.l
Silica.

mi~ht

be helpful .

Thero a.rP. several mineral sources for the neutrally

charP,ed silica ion .

Feldspars , ferronagnesium minerals , clay minerals ,

amorphous silica, chert , opal and s lass are probably goil'l8 to be present
111thin the rock uni ts of the area.

The term "silica" which means the

oxide S i02 is used in referring to silicon concentration in the water .
Houever , the actual form a t uhich silica is present is hydrated and
ma inly represented as HiJ>i0/-t or Si(OH)4 (Hr.m , 1970 , p . l OJ) .

S 1lica

is present in several structural form.CJ and the onAs that carry a \leaker
bond ing are the neosilicates and inos1licate s .

Hem (1970 , p . 104) noted

that the neosilici:t.tes and inosilicates repre::ient structure in which a
rela tively high proportion of the bonding is the linking of metal

cations to oxygen.

These bonds represent zones of neakness which can

be disrupted relatively easily as compared to silicon-oxygen or

aluminum-oxygen bonds.

The ferromagnesium minerals, nhich belong

largely to these tuo classes of silicates structures 1 are less resistant to ueathering attack than structures like tectosillcates where
silicon-oxygen bonding predominates to a greater degree.
It has been proved that the temperature and pH of uater control ·
the solubility of sllica.

Quartz is very resistant to attack by water

and uould only yield about

6 ppm at 25 degrees C, uhile the amorphous

and cryptocrystalline forms could. produce about 115 ppm at 25 degrees C

(Hem, 1970, p. 104, 107).
To explain the chP-mical reaction of the dissolution of silica ,
a sodium feldspar al bite attacked by

uatf~r

uoulG. i::..lu;;;trate the

mechanisms (Hem, 19?0, p. lOe) 1
2 t;a A1. SL.,Oe> (c) + 2H... + ') H?O (1) =
J

0

-

Al.£ Si2o (oH) 4 {c)
5

-t

4 H1i. 3i04 (aq) + 2 na+

This reaction produces r:aolinite, hydrated silico., and soluble
sodium.

The Kaolinite could cUssolve rE:ve:-csibly under certain condit-

ions~

of dissolved silica. may occur i f higher concentration is obtained&

In this

stud~:

it seems that most of the dissolved silica present

in the uater ha.s proba.1:.ily o:riginatP.d from the che1:iica.l breakdoun of
silicate minerals by the proci>ss of Her:i.thering.
Cald.um .

T~~

concentration of dis::;olved calcium in the irater
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of the area could be caused by amphiboles, feldspars, pyroxenes, clay
minerals, or carbon dioxide present in soil and air from plant respiration and decay of dead plant material.

The carbon dioxide supplies

free hydrogen ion from the irater that could attack the few carbonates
present in the cementing material of the sediments and release the ca•2 •
The decomposition of anorthite could illustrate one chemical
:reaction that could be presented
Ca Ali SiOs + H20 + 2 ~

=

as1

Al2 Si205 (OH)4 + ca+

2

A slow rate of decomposition in the igneous rocks produces a low
amount of Ca+.

Hem (1970, p. 134) showed that in a uater with a pH be-

tween 6.5 and 7.0, the ca+ in ppm uould be betneen 9 and 20, uhereas the
bicarbonates

(Hcoj)

would range from 45 to about 100 ppm.

Also a calciwn

carbonate-carbon dioxide-water system, produced by Miller (1952, p. 187,
192) shoued that the solubility of Cacc 3 could range from 10-12 ppm in
a water temperature ranging betueen 10 and 15 degrees C. Such figures
would be in good agreement for the concentration figures (Plate 5) of
Ca+2 obtained by this irriter.
Bicarbonates. The Hcc

3 ion concentration in the \later of this
research is mostly controlled by the carbon dioxide dissolved by rainfall and that released from soil by respiration and decay of organic
material.

Also some burieci dead organics, '1ithin the water system,

could produce

co2

as the uater table drops and leaves the material in

an area of oxygen, above the nater table.
The chemical reaction that takes place bet\1een C02 and H20
nould produce carbonic acid (H2 co 3) uhich could further break into
free hydrogen :ton a,nd bicarbonate one 1

H20 +

00 2~-...,.)

H2C0'.3

f

ffiC03

.~ HCOj + W

This hydrogen ion could futher attack the Caco

3

prese~t

in the

cement material of the sediments and produce more HCOj plus a calcium.
ion1

Jrt + CaC0'.3

= Ca+2 + !!CO)

(c)

Hem (1970, P•

158)

indicated that the bicarbonate concentration

of natural nater generally is held ni thin a moderate range by the effects
of carbonate equilibria.
to Ca+2 a.nd Hoo - •

3

Hem

(1970, P• 1)4) discussed the pH relation

His figures would sh0l1 that the numbers obtained in

this study rega.rding the bicarbonate concentration are justified by the
pH (7.0) and the ca+2 ions.

The above discussion
has presented a few examples of the sources
<
of elements and thair chemistry when contacted by nater.

The information

included a neutrally charged ion (s10 ), a positively charged one (ca•2)

2

and a negative

(Hco3)

ion.

A brief summary of the sources for the remainder of the elements
could be listed as follous &

Iron (Fe). From natural sources such as - a.mphiboles, ferromagnesium micas, ferrous sulfide, glass, magnetite , oxides of sal'dstone
and clay minerals.

Also manmade sources could be available,

Such

sources as - nell-cas ing, piping, storage t.anks, and pump part.s.
Manganese (Mn).

Although it is hardly traceable, its presence

could be due to soils, sediments, and biotite.

Also, some fertilizers

I

contaln Mn.
Mynesium (Mg,).

Ferro-magnesium minerals (amphiboles, olivine,

SS
pyroxene) and clay minerals could be the source for Mg.
Sodium (Na).

Clay minerals and feldspars (al bite) would leak

most of it.
Potassium (K).
minerals,

From natural sources, such as - micas and clay

Also it could be obtained artificially from fertilizers,

Sulfate
some of it.

(so,J..

Pyrite and general oxidation of sulfides bring

Fertilizers and industrial nastes may release some into

the aquifers.
Chloride (Cl).

Probably precipitation along uith fertilizers

could act as the source for Cl in the study area.

Well number 20 is

influenced by industry in its chloride content ..
Fluoride (F).

The possible source for the very little amounts

of it are amphiboles (hornblende) and mica.

Industrial activities could

also add to the F concentration in the water (uell number 20) •
. Nitrate (NO~.

Mainly from atmosphere and fertilizers .

Also

man, animal and plant debris could contribute sorae.
~f?phorus

(.ro,J_.

Phosphate fertilizers, seuage, and animal

3

metabolic uastes (like J~c ) are the probable originators.
Copner (Cu).

Although it has a very lou traceable concentration,

that could ha.ve been cauoed by precipitation through plant and animal
use.
~ine (tr).

This traceable element comes fror.1 the ocean and

aerosol particles throughthe rainfall.
Plate

5

shou~

all the figures obtaint'ld for each element and it

also lists an average

~her.iical

composition of the uater

~.::i

the area,,

It must be reBe1nbered that the conc"mtra.t1on for many of these

S6
P.lemo11tA 1:1

vnry lou anrl oornn of thP f1r,urntt coul<i havt'l been wry elif!thtly

ti.l tr.rrni by the intr.rfe:rence of othnr elomentn

duri~

thP. laboratory

procrdures .
Chan~e

Of Comoositic·i And Controlling Factors
Except for minor areal changes detected for the NO; from ea.st to

nest , the quality of the ground water is about equal .

Plate 4 shows

the area.l variation of the P,round uater chemical composition and indicates the overall similarity of their cations-anions diagrams .

Also,

the total dissolved solids (Plate 5) hardly varies after considering
the plus or minus ten percent error value.
Fi~ure

5 does not show a detectable relation of the rock or soil

types Hith the small variance in the total dissolved solids.

For

further consideration , Figure 6 illustrates the depth to water temperature , areal variation.

Although the depth varied, all of the

wells are relatively shallou and their depth doesn't vary to a degree
that could result in significant temperature variations .

Also, the

mixi!18 of uater by means of underground flou tends to keep the system
homogenized ,

Figure 6 also ahous the overall equality of the specific

capacity , with a feu exceptions.

These exceptions aro probably relat8d

to the physical system of an aquifer.
Because of the general eimilaritics of the chemical composition
and the sources of the constituents, an average composition was calcu-

lated (Plate 5) to represent the ground water quality in East Portland's
relatively shallow aquifers .
In searchil'lP, for older chemical quality data, one publication was

so
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Areal variation or temperature, depth to water and specific capacit1 in East Port.land Terraces area,

found (Foxworthy, Hogenson, a.nd Hampton, 1964) which listed data
obtained by different laboratories.

The sheet included tests of areas

nearby and some analyses for uells within the thesis area.

Neglecting

a. few scattered analyses tha.t were taken at different years, I only

took into account the ones that were collected within one year; they
were not sampled in the same season, which means that the amount of
dilution uas different.

However, Figure 7 attempts to show the change

of composition (both ppm and epm) with time and/or vith amount of
averaged precipitation that occurred in the year before and the one
during sample collection.

Figure 7 a.]so shows the average total

dissolved solids (for a two-year period) of the nearest major stream
(the Columbia River).
Although one might deduce a change of ground water composition
vith amount of precipitation, such a conclu.sion might be a false one.
The reason preventing such a conclusion is 1) the old analyses were an
average of much feuer nells than the present one, 2) those old analyzed
aquifers were not distributed randomly over the concerned area, and
3) the previous tests uere collected and perfomed at different seasons
of the year, uhich means a change of the uater levels; thus a change of
the quantity of the tfater at different seasons would tend to change the
dissolved solids concentration.
Observing the total dissolved solids of the surface water (the
Columbia River), it is certain that the ground uater contains more
total constituents than the surface water. Although the ground water
discharges into the river, the change is predicted.

The reasons for

this change are 1) f urther dilution of the nater and 2) precipitation of
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some of the ions at exposure to air.

The river sampling is done a few

miles clounstream from the research areo..
dfocover a direct 1""'1R.t.1on nf

wnt~r

A closer look was taken to

qunH ty to onto of lilt'

:wisms by cnlculnti11R rn.tios of Ot"rln \11 1.alnMnt.o

~n.inr.t

lllA.1or mttohothcm 1 but

the I""!sulta uere negative,
Aguifer Ca,ae
It is obvious that the aquifer's mineralogical composition in the
area is a very constant one and this research did not discover a.ny large
differences.

Thus, the major controlling mechanisms are geologic, or-

ganic (soil), and hydraulic (the mixing and di.echarge of water by underground migration through suitable physical characteristics of the rocks).
Each one of these mechanisms has about equal influence upon the aquifers,
which tend to maintain the system nithin its hydraulic and chemical
consist.ency.

Therefore, the mechanisms, generally, are similar for all

the a.quifArs studied, and even if the first tKo uere not (as in a few
cases), the third one uould neutralize the situation by mixing the uaters.
Nevertheless , the very small differences, except for the areal change
in NO; and ro4 , are probably due to local phenomena within the various
aquifers,
The surface of an aquifer could be subjected to many of ma.n's
activities (fertilizers, se\lage, animal-plant debris, and industrial),
Well number 20 lies in an industrial area and contain;, more dissolved
solids compared to other wells in the area,

Also, the presence of clay

layers above the Hater table could help to filter some constituonts,
Hhile a pure permeable overlying strata \fOUld allou certain ions to
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percolate downward freely (Pl. 2, well number 20 is, ~ain, a good
example) • Sometimes when the clay layers filter or prevent some ions
from

percola~ing

downward, amounts of these ions could travel on the

layer surface (by urderground water flow) and percolate into another
area where that layer phase has changed its physical character (size of
particles), or where it thins out and almost no longer continues for
some distance.

Such layers could also be :referred to as lenses.

These local phenomena, along Hith other minor ones as - depth to
water, temperature, and probable reducing or oxidizing environment
would tend to influence the small increases or decreases of the total
dissolved solids in a given aquifer.
Therefore, it is a combination of major and minor factors that
influence the mixed water quality in this open system (the recharge and
discharge is relatively fast and about equal).
It also must be mentioned that the minor factors could probably
increase their influence, which would require a revision of the system
(regulations of constructing wells and environmental rules).

However,

it seems that the present system is adequate and working.

II. CLASSIFICATIONS
The ground water in the thesis area has gone through the meteorologic cycle before precipitation and percolation took place.

Therefore,

in terms of origin, the ground nater is meteoric (Degens, 196.5, p. 185).
Ground water can be classified in a number of nays, depending on
the purpose of the definition.

Generally, the sub.5urface water in East

Portland Terraces is a dilute in an o-pen hydraulic system .

This has
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affocteti the classifications for rliffrrent purpoocn .
Tiaseo on the a.mount of dinnolverl con!;t.i tuP.uto, tho r;round water

in thit1 rosearch in clnsslfied a.:i fTf'.lsh .

MorP. dor1nit1omi 00.Hed on total

rl tn:ml vr.d nol inn unuld b .. unrler thP. term "go01l 1' for household unA , food

procf"'sning , and irriP.:i.tion .

Further cla.ssific:=t.tion of irrigation \U1tars

in h:iaed on -t.he sodium n.ooorption ration (SAR , J'l:i.tA 5) .
3AR

= ...N...
a __

vca

The SAtt

epn

+ M.n:
?,

V::J.l ucs

c11 lculated in this resE:arch tlr;ifines the sarnpler1

ua.ter as " l ow" in terms of salinity hazard .
Water could also be classified chemically according to the pH
valuP , whi ch is a neutral one in this case .
tion :ls on the bnsi:.3 of anions or cntions .
or nxceeds about

Furthar chemical classifica-

If ono of thASe ions equals

50 percent of the total of the anionn or cations , the

11atP-r uould be named after that ion succeeded u ith tho vari ous mixed
types (Clark , 1959, p . 183) .

Thus the present water could be named as

b:l.carbonaceous-siliceous uater .
In terms of equivale nt concentration of calcium carbonates , the
analyzed aquifers are yielding "moderately hard" uater (Hem , 1970 , p . 225) .
Piper (1953) int roduced a diamond-shaped diagram of water claasificatinn that is baoed on triangular
u:::i.ter

fL~~s

illustrating the position of

in terms of the ma jor cation-anion compositional concentraticm

fror· npm .
Figure 4 shous outlines of the areas in uhich the research
samplea plot .

Bec-.i.use of the confusion of crouded numbers , only the

.•
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Figure .8. Subdivisions of the diamond-shaped field (atter Piper,
A.M., 19.53).
·
Exnlanation:
1) Alkaline earths exceed alkalies.•
2) Alkalies exceed alkaline earths.
'.3) Weak acids exceed strong acids.•
4) Strong acids exceed weak acids.
5) Carbonate hardness exceeds 50 percent (chemical properties ot
water are dominated by alkaline earths and weak acids).•
6) Noncarbonate hardness exceeds 50 percent.
7) Noncarbonate alkali exceeds 50 percent (chemical properties are
dominated by alkalies .and strong acids).
8) Carbonate alkali exceeds 50 percent.
9) No one cation-anion pair exceeds 50 percent.
• Water analyzed in this research belongs to. these categories.
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same uells thci.t appP.ared in Plate 2 were
Matchine

~i~ure

disti~uished

in the diagrams.

4 with the clesa1f3cations of Figure 8, it

is

easy to

realize that the analyzed a.quifers include water that lies in areas 1 ,

3 and 5. This indicates that alkaline earths exceed alkalies , weak
acids exceed atronp: acids and carbonate hardness ex06eds
The lattP.r one

lll(~ans

50 percent .

that the chemical properties of the water are dom-

inated by alJcaline earths and weak acids, uh1ch justify the definitions
for aroa.s number 1 and

J.

The alkaline e nrt.hs that exceed the alkalies in i!.:a.st Portland
Terraces are co.lciurn and

~nesium

ovf?r sodium and potass1u:;i ,

The uoak

a.cids that exceed the strong ones are bicarbonate and phosphates (?)
over

sulf~te ,

chloride , fluoride and nitrate.

CHAPI'ER VII
CONCimION

From the beginning, this research uas intended to analyze.all: 6f
the samples that were possible to obtain. There were no prejudices
in selecting a well either for a hydraulic capacity, or for the rock

type of the aquifer. In fact, identification of the rock or soil types

came after the completion of the laboratory analysis. Although there
were several wells that produced from a

water-be~ing

rock unit other

than the Troutdale Formation, the latter unit contained most of the
aquifers.

It must be remembered that differentiation of the rock units

was based on driller's log-language used in describing lithology, and

on previous geologic reports. Also the lithologic similarity of the
Troutdale Formation and the · fluviolacustrine deposits, as well as part
of other units, could have influenced the correlations. Moreover, tpe
geologic history indicates that these sediments have been subjected to
different types of surface water movement, which could have mechanically
mixed the mineralogic composition of the rocks and have ma.de it more
random.
These geologic factors that produced permeable and impermeable
lenses of sediments haVe created an open hydraulic system. This system
:receives its lfater mainly from precipitation uhich migrates belou the'
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surface by means of gravity .

Much of the

~round

uater probably rnoves

across many strata ,,here it is allm1cd.
Rainfall carri es 1lissolved particles from the
them~

relatively shallow :viuifero .

F;oil

and invad.P.s

In add it.ion to attacking both the

orp;anic matter and the rock unit3 , the uater flou helps to distribute
the chemic~Ll elemantR in an P.qual manner.

Therefore , the conclusion

that. nater from any tf"!ot.ed uell has a chemic;,.l co1nposition which is
close to the average for all wells, 1s refl.Sonable.
A note of intereRt is that the main source for the major anions
is the soil and orgn.nics , uhile the rock units are the main producers
of the major cations in the research area .

Except for probable minor

outside influences (H03), the analyses seem to indicate the vaUdi ty of
the rep;ulations of the environmental systP.m .
From the data (both ppm and epm) and ilP.pondin.r,i; on cUffe:rent
poi;sihle uaen , tho

~roum

ua.ter of the open syat.cm of East Portland

'T'erra.ces (mostly Troutdale aquifers) could be summrtrized in its description and classification as the follouing a
~ood

meteoric , diluted , neutral ,

for domestic use , moderately hard , fresh, lou in salinity hazard

and bicarbonaceous-siliceous .

The alkaline eA.rths exceed alkalies in

the samples , and the ueak acids also exceed the strong ones.
?:o major change of the Wl'l.t111r quality with change in 11 tho logy,
soil , or other physical and chemical characteristics has been found .
Only minor differencP.S were detected and their
nificant local phenomena .

~ource

could be insig-

However , a fen namples illustrated the poss-

ible effect of man' s activities (the chloride content of well number
20 , the chl orine concentration of Hell number 22, and the rJ0

3 trend)
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It is necessary for this writer to note that since the tested
samples were, mainly, withdrawn from aquifers having an altitude approximate to that of the regional water table, these samples do not represent the water quality found at greater depths, which could differ.
This llriter recommends that a.ny future study of the same nature

and

~ithin

the same area for purposes of comparison be conducted under

two important conditions1 i) to analyze the same aquifers of this research, and 2) to collect and test the samples uithin the same monthfy
periods as of this thee is.
If the ttro previous conditions are met, it would be fair and
useful to compare the future results with the present. By using Figures 5 and 8, along with Plate 4 and the other illustrations, it would
be

possible and

u~eful

to detect any change of the water quality in

terms of time, areal variation, amount of precipitation and industrial
expansion in the area.
The data produced by this research could provide a
for future studies.

Hoping that I

hav~

dat~

plane

fulfilled my assignment, I

would like to thank very much all of those whom I troubled.
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